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From:  "Tony" <Tony@JAHTruth.net>
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Cc:  Andy.Holt@southyorks.pnn.police.uk (more)
Bcc:  jah@jahtruth.net (more)
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Dear David,

I hope this finds you well, well-rested, in good spirit and having a good day.

In the event of the SYPCC election candidate from UKIP gaining ascendancy with his previous calls to 
disband the Senior Command Team of South Yorkshire Police, perhaps you might ask Mr. Clarkson, when 
you see him on the 6TH October at 2PM, what would he have you do with the Seven report we sent you?

Just to jog your memory, this was the report, you had in your possession from Ms. Seven and me since 5th 
July 2013. In particular, when talking about searching questions, you might ask former Inspector 
Clarkson, what he'd actually have you do to one of the ten defendants in that monstrous case and police-
state cover-up?

By that, I am referring to none other than Richard J Hannah, the crook and thief who on his command 
"unleashed sales hell" on Ms. Seven culminating in the decade-long campaign of domestic terror waged 
against Ms. Seven. Well, Richard J.Hannah just so happens to be the media mogul who produced the party 
political broadcast for Clarkson's beloved UKIP at the last election.

Well, it's not often that Nigel Farage becomes lost for words. However, that's exactly what happened when 
Ms.Seven silenced the UKIP leader when she spoke the truth to him about her case and stunned him into 
silence by the mere mention of the name of Richard J Hannah.

http://www.thebighradioshow.com/richard-j-hannah



Is Richard J Hannah to become to Nigel Farage, what Sir Geoffrey Bindman became for Keith Vaz? 
Either way, yours truly, Tony Farrell would have stood for nomination for Shaun Wright's old job were it 
not for  quirky election rules which thwarted me.

Seven days ago, I acquired 100 signatories within one hour of visiting a single mosque in Sheffield. The 
£5,000 deposit was also ready in waiting and the camera crew - made up of former police whistle-blowers - 
were all ready to roll with my anti-police corruption campaign. Doubtless Cameron and May would have 
me arrested for having such a radical view about the need to speak the truth.

Anyway, absent was my appearance on the electoral roll in time for August's cut-off date. As such, last 
week's return to South Yorkshire meant that I was thwarted from getting my foot in the door for being in 
October's SYPCC election fray. They have made it almost impossible for independent candidates to run, so
that only the political parties' candidates get in, to keep control of everything in order to protect their 
criminal friends.

Now would me being elected as SYPCC not have been a prospect to make any Chief Constable want to 
hide?

Kind Regards

Tony Farrell


